
 
 
FISHING RULES FOR PERSONS LIVING OUTSIDE ENGERDAL 

 

Fishing in areas in possession of the state might only be done after having bought a licence for fishing. Children under the age of 

16 are allowed to fish free of charge.  

 

§ 11  Allowed fishing equipments  

The fishing licence gives the right to use one fishing rod/line, and to use a landing net as helping equipment and for landing net-

fishing for powan in Gløta, Sorkelva, Hyttelva, Lillebostrømmen and Vordåa by Lillebo. Passive fishing for salmon, arctic char and 

grayling with a standing line is illegal in summer as in winter.  

In Femund and Engersjøen, the fishing licence gives the right to use an otter. By trolling, 3 fishing rods/fishing lures are allowed 

per fisher and max 6 fishing rods/fishing lures per boat in Femund and Engersjøen and Max 4 rods/fishing lures per boat in 

Langsjøen, Vurrusjøen and Drevsjøen. The use of planerboard is only allowed in Femund and Engersjøen. 

In winter the fishing licence gives the right to use up to 3 jig rods during ice fishing, but it presupposes active fishing/ continuous 

supervision. Exceptions: At the waters in Sømåkvolvet and at Hognsjøen is it only allowed with one jig rod. 

 

§ 12 Pure fly-fishing zones  

On the following stretches in the Femund-watercourse, only traditional fly-fishing, in which the fly-line makes the throwing-

weight, is allowed:  

Within marked zones in Isterfossen above the bridge of Isterfossen, Galtstrømmen, Galthue in Femundselva and the stretch 

Husfloen to the border to Trysil in Femundselva.  

On the following stretch in Engeråa, only traditional fly-fishing, in which the fly-line makes the throwing-weight, is allowed:  

From Kansbekken to Engersjøen. 

Exceptions: Children under the age of 16 are allowed to fish with normal equipments in the fly-fishing zones.  

 

§ 13 Minimum size/maximum size/catch restrictions  

Minimum size trout/grayling:  

In Røa, Sømåa, Gløta, Sømåkvolvet and Lomtjønna the minimum size for trout is 25 cm.  

Other size and catch restrictions:  

In Gløta and on the stretch from Isterfossen and Femundselva down to the border to Trysil, the maximum size for trout is 30 cm 

and the maximum size for grayling 35 cm, except this: Each fisher is allowed to catch 1 trout and 1 grayling which exceed this 

size per day.  

In Femund and Langsjøen the maximum size for trout is 40 cm, except this: Each fisher/ boat team is allowed to catch 2 trouts 

which exceed this size per day. 

In Sømåa each fisher is is only allowed to catch two graylings per day, which max one is bigger than 38 cm. 

In Engeråa each fisher is only allowed to catch two trouts or two graylings per day, which max one is over 38 cm. 

In the lakes Drevsjøen and Vurrusjøen are maximum size of pike 85 cm. All living pike longer than 85 cm must be released 

minimum unharmed. 

Exceptions: Children under 16 years are excepted from all size restrictions.  

 

§ 14 Preservation period  

In Gløta, Isterfossen and Femundselva from the mouth of Galtsjøen to the border to Trysil, rod fishing is forbidden from 15 Mars 

until 15 May.  

In all streams and rivers fishing is forbidden from 1 September until 15 November.  

Exceptions: Rod fishing is allowed in Femundselva from Galtsjøen to the border to Trysil. 

Rod fishing for grayling is allowed in Gløta, Isterfossen and Sømåa. Here is however not active fishing for trout allowed during 

this period. All cached trout must immediately be released minimum unharmed.     

In lakes and meres, fishing is allowed throughout the year, assuming the fishing takes place  more than 50 metres from fish-

bearing in and out mouth in the period  1. September to 15 november. 

 

§ 15 Fishing forbidden  

Väner – salmon in all stages of life is at any time forbidden to catch. All cached Väner - salmon must immediately be released 

minimum unharmed. All fishing is forbidden in Elgåelva and Revlingåa down streams the path to Svukuriset Turisthytte. In 

Sømåkvolvet and Hognsjøen is fishing from boat or any other floating craft forbidden. It is not allowed to use baitfish that is not 

naturally occurs at the fishing spot.  All fishing from public roads/bridges is forbidden. 

 

§ 16 The fishing rules coming into force  

The fishing rules (resolutions) are in force from 01.01.2013 until present.  

 


